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SECOND ORDER FACTORS OF THE 
CAQ IN A NORMAL POPULATION 

S. A. Schwartz 
University of Windsor 

ABSTRACT 
The purpose of the study was to determine how pathological and personality 

source traits would align in data obtained from a normal sample. The Clinical 
Analysis Questionnaire (CAQ) was administered to 251 undergraduates and the 
data subjected to an oblique factor analysis. Ten interpretable second order 
factors were extracted, yielding a moderate relationship with a previous analysis 
(Cattell, 1973). It was concluded that a relatively different factor structure was 
necessary for a normal population than was found for the prior mixed normal
pathological sample. 

INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, numerous studies have dealt with the patterning of per

sonality traits in higher order factors (e.g. , Cattell & Nichols, 1972; Gorsuch & 
Cattell, 1967; Philip, 1972). Although one investigator (Kear-Colwell, 1972) had 
examined the relationship of 16PF traits in both a pathological and an alcoholic 
sample, it was not until the addition of 12 pathological traits to the 16PF 
(resulting in the CAQ) that the patterning of both pathology and personality 
traits together was investigated (Cattell, 1973). To the present, the second order 
factors of the CAQ have been examined only in a mixed normal-pathological 
sample (Cattell, 1973). Thus, the purpose of the present study was to determine 
how the CAQ traits would align in a normal sample alone. 

METHOD 
Data for the present investigation was obtained from 251 undergraduates 

at Wichita State University during the period of 1973-1975. CAQ scores for 119 Ss 
were gathered from a previous personality study (Burdsal & Schwartz, 1975) 
with the remainder obtained from general administration to undergraduate 
personality classes for instructional purposes. Although the data were taken from 
two seemingly incongruous sources, it should be noted that no experimental 
manipulation was involved in either situation. 

The Clinical Analysis Questionnaire (Delhees & Cattell, 1971) is a two-part 
multiple choice test which yields results on 16 bipolar per~onality factor scales 
(Part 1) and 12 bipolar pathological scales (Part 2). Part 1 is a shortened version 
of Cattell's 16PF (Cattell, Eber, & Tatsuoka, 1970). 

Raw scale scores for the Ss were converted to sten scores to eliminate sex 
and age differences. Product-moment correlation coefficients were computed for 
the converted scores and a factor analysis was performed as described below. 

RESULTS 
Eigenvalues were computed for the correlation matrix. The initial scree test 

(Cattell, 1966) indicated the need for 15 factors. However, following rotation of 
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the factors to an oblique simple structure s~lution· and attempting interpretation, 
it became apparent that too many factors had been extracted and that error 
variance was being capitalized upon . Thus, as shown in Figure 1, a second scree 
line was drawn indicating 10 factors . 
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Figure l. Scree test for the number of factors. 

25 28 

An iterative principal axis solution was applied to the correlation matrix 
until the communalities stabilized in the third decimal place. A Kaiser Varimax 
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Orthogonal Rotation (Harmon, 1967) was applied to the resulting factor matrix 
followed by a Maxplane oblique rotation (Cattell & Muerle, 1960), 11 graphical 
oblique rotations (Cattell & Foster, 1963), and finally a Maxplane cleanup 
rotation, yielding a 66.4 percent .10 hyperplane. The salient loadings for the 10 
factors (absolute value greater than .25) may be found in Table I. 

Primary 
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Table 

Vfp of Second Order Factors 

III IV 
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61 

60 -48 

26 
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28 

72 

-49 27 
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53 

28 -27 
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53 

30 
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-28 

50 

39 

31 

46 

-38 
-29 
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IX 

-28 

25 

X 

34 

-28 

61 47 

-51 

277 
158 
530 
556 
474 
560 
829 
256 
247 
525 
343 
716 
432 
444 
654 
581 
784 
717 
389 
715 
721 
704 
668 
402 
835 
548 
628 
708 

All values ere rounded to two decimal places with the decimal assumed; 
loadings less than .25 (absolute value) are omitted. 

In order to examine the overlap between the 10 secondaries and the 12 
previously. identified by Cattell (1973, p. 130), the two Vrv matrices and the factor 
cosine matrix for the present study were run through the OSIRIS III Factor 
Comparison program (FCOMP). In this instance, FCOMP was used to rotate the 
Vr,. of the present study into the Cattell factor space, obtaining the best least 
squares fit that the matrices would allow. A product-moment correlation of .69 
was obtained for the pattern similarity between the two studies and an intraclass 
correlation of .65 represented the pattern and magnitude similarities of the 
loadings across factors. 
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DISCUSSION 
The comparison matrix (C) which was output from the FCOMP program 

indicated that the Vrp of the present study could be rotated into a space similar to 
that found by Cattell. It was conceivable, however, that the factor space in C did 
not approach simple structure, particularly since there are no restrictions in 
FCOMP concerning how oblique factors may become. Hence, C may have 
represented a relatively meaningless rotational resolution of the present data. 

Since the 10 present secondaries showed only a moderate relationship to 
those of Cattell, new interpretations were deemed necessary. In the interpre
tations below, Cattell (1973) factor names appear in parenthesis and are followed 
by the new designation (when appropriate). 

FACTOR I: (GENERAL PSYCHOSIS) GENERAL DEPRESSION AND 
MALADJUSTMENT 

A high correlation (.71) between Factor I and Cattell's (1973) Factor XIV 
was obtained, indicating a strong relationship between the two. That this 
secondary represented a general pathology factor was apparent in that 10 of the 
12 pathological source traits had salient loadings on it. It was interesting that 
both of the pathological variables which did not load on the factor (D:i and PP) had 
the highest mean •~cores (D:1 = 5.72; PP = 6.13), perhaps indicating that slight 
elevation on the two traits may not be pathological, but merely reflecting 
changing societal values. 

FACTOR II: (LACK OF SELF-SENTIMENT VS. BROAD SUPEREGO) 
Since the four highest loadings (absolute value) matched those offered for 

Cattell's Factor VIII (Delhees & Cattell, 1971, p. 7), it seemed appropriate to retain 
the Cattell designation. It might also be noted that the additional loadings of F 
(surgency) and E (dominance) were reported in a more recent second order 
analysis of the 16PF (Cattell, 1973, p. 116). Essentially, the pattern was marked 
by a high need for excitement and a lack of self-control versus a very moralistic 
and somewhat reticent personality. 

FACTOR III: (EXVIA-INVIA) GUILT-ORIENTED EXTRAVERSION VS. 
ISOLATIONAL INTROVERSION 

All four of the usual marker variables for Cattell's Factor I (1973, p. 130) 
had salient loadings in the present factor. However, in addition to F+, H+, Q2-, and 
A+, relatively high loadings were also found for D1-, Th+, Da+, and 0+, adding a 
decidedly negative quality to the fa'ctor. For the extraverted pole of the secondary, 
lesser loadings on Ds and 0 added a guilt-oriented, depressive dimension. In the 
reflected pole, the major loading on D1+ (avoids contact and involvement with 
people, seeks isolation) indicated that there was something particularly un
healthy about this type of introversion. 

FACTOR lV: (ANXIETY) 
Factor IV represented what appeared to be an exceptional match and clarifi

cation of Cattell's Factor II (r = .58). Accordingly, the signs of the loadings of 
Factor IV have been reflected in Table 1 to show the same pole of the secondary as 
is commonly referred to (e.g., Delhees & Cattell, 1971). In addition to the usual 
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marker variables, salient loadings of E (submissiveness), D, (high anxious 
depression), D:i (low brooding discontent), and L (suspicious) seemed intuitively 
to fit quite well into what one might expect in an anxiety pattern. 

FACTOR V: ARTISTIC TEMPERAMENT 
This secondary was dominated by M (imaginative, bohemian) coupled with 

smaller loadings for P,,, I, Q,, and D, . The relevant portions of the minor variables 
include: "does not mind being considered deviant" (Cattell, 1973, p. 181), 
sensitive, self-sufficient, and poised . Examined as a whole, the interpretation of a 
type of artistic temperament is tentatively offered. 

FACTOR VI: COMPULSIVE RIGIDITY 
The three salient variables in Factor VI were Q:1 (controlled, compulsive). As 

(obsessive-compulsive), and L (suspicious, hard to fool). The image presented was 
that of a very rigid, possibly dogmatic, individual driven by an obsessive need for 
self-control. The inclusion of L was appropriate in that such an individual would 
be unlikely to place trust in others, for to do so would be equivalent to relin
quishing a portion of his personal control. 

FACTOR VII: UNCHECKED SUPEREGO 
The major component of this secondary was a maladaptive superego (G+) 

which was unchecked by the ego (C-). Persons high on Factor VII might be 
described as driven by a sort of moralistic or religious-like fervor resulting in 
feelings of frustration, tension, and suspicion of others. Since no pathological 
variables loaded on the factor, it seems unusual that this secondary has not been 
previously identified in second order analyses of the 16PF. 

FACTOR VIII: COMPENSATION FOR SHYNESS 
At first glance, the loading of H (shy, timid, threat-sensitive) appeared con-

tradictory to the loading of PP (high psychopathic deviation), I (tough-minded, , 
self-reliant), and D:i (seeks excitement, takes risks). One possible interpretation 
is that the behaviors associated with PP, I, and D:1 serve as attempts to compensate 
for an underlying timidity and enable the individual to appear more outgoing 
socially adventurous than he actually is. · 

FACTOR IX: HEALTHY OBJECTIVITY VS. EMOTIONAL OBSES
SIONALITY 

The key descriptors in this secondary included detached, critical, precise, 
objective (A-), reality-oriented (C+), and not bothered by unwelcome thoughts and 
ideas (As-). As such, one is presented with a sort of healthy objectivity; an 
individual who is "fact-oriented" and whose emotions do not interfere with his 
judgment. The reflected pattern indicated an emotional unstable person bothered 
by obsessive thoughts and compulsions. Accustomed as we are to thinking of 
"subjectivity" as the natural opposite of "objectivity," the contrast here with 
obsessional thinking also demonstrates a lack of objectivity in that obsessive 
thoughts may tend to obscure the reality of many situations. 

FACTOR X: SOCIAL NON-CONFORMITY VS. SOCIAL COMPLIANCE 
Individuals high on this factor were relatively unconcerned about anti-social 
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behavior in themselves and others (Pp), liberal and free-thinking (Qi), and care
less of the social rules (Qa). Those low on the factor were essentially law-abiding, 
conservative persons. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusion, it appears evident that a different factor structure is required to 

account for secondaries in a normal college sample than that which was obtained 
in a combined normal-pathological sample (Cattell, 1973). Although perhaps 
not originally intended for administration to "normal" Ss, the CAQ secondaries 
seem to 4ave a great deal of additional information to offer which has not been 
found in the 16PF when administered alone. Future higher-order factorings are 
anticipated with great interest. 

NOTES 
1A major portion of the data for the present study was obtained from Dr. Charles Burdsal and I 

greatly acknowledge his helpful comments and assistance. 
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